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MINIMUM SENSITIVITY CALIBMTION
FOR REFLECTOI-{ETERS

J. Ladvanszky, A. Hi It
Research Inst itute for Telecommunicat ions

H- 1525 Budapest , POB L5, Hungary

Abstract: Sensitivities of the error-corrected reflection coefficient (rc)
with respect to the rc's of the calibrating elenents are minimized. A minimum
can be found if the rc's of the calibrating elements form a regulan triangle
whose center is the rc to be measured. Based on this result, a method for
selecting ninimum sensitivity calibrating elements for narrowband measurements
of rc's of passive devices is presented. Advantages of the method are
demonstrated by nunerical and measured examples. Calibration inaccuracies were
experimentally neduced by a factor of two in the case of rc's of mediun
absolute value and rnore significantly in the case of small rc's. This method
is especially useful when high-precision calibrating elements are not
available and high accuracy is needed.
A theoretical possibiiity for calibrating with only two calibrating elements
is also described.

1. Introduct ion

Measurenent of reflection coefficients (rc's) in the microwave frequency
range is usually affected by several kind of measurement enrors. The nost
common sources of error, the imperfections of the neasunement setup are
represented by a linear two-port connected between the ideal reflectometer and

the measured device t1l. This two-port is characterized by three complex
nunbers cr, F and z, called as error paraneters, at each frequency point:

(1)

where x and y denote the rc to be neasured and the rc read off the measurement

setup, respectively.
In order to make erron-free neasurements, the error parameters cr, F and T

should be determined fron measurements on special devices whose rc's are
assumed to be known. This step is called as calibration and the special
devices are called as calibrating elements.

Usually the calibrating elements are expensive and their inperfections
such as attrition and interconnection discontinuities are sources of several
measurement inaccuracies. A possible method to reduce these inaccuracies is
the use of redundant calibrating elements. This method can be applied in
combination with curve-fitting [2] or linear estimation [3]. Computer examples
for the effects of the impenfections of the calibrating elements on the
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measured S-parameters are presented in the recent Iiterature [4].
In this contribution we are interested in the minimlzation of the effects

of the imperfections of the calibrating elements on the result of the

rneasurement by properly selecting the calibrating elements, but without

exploiting redundancy. In Section 2 the rc to be measured is represented by a

complex variable and the calibrating elements of minimum sensitivity are

determined. Application of this result requires an estimation of the rc to be

measured. In practice we cannot estinate the measured rc as closely as it
would be required. Therefore in Section 3 the rc to be measured is represented

by a complex-valued random variable, and the results of Section 2 ar* applied

for this case. In Section 4 experimental venification is presented.

2. The sens i t i vi ty mi ni mi zaL i on pnobl em

' It is clear from Eq.(1) that three calibrating elements are sufficient to

determine a, B and Z (but not necessary, as shown in Appendix 2). Let *, and

yi (i=l,2,3) be the rc's of the calibrating elenents and the corresponding

rc's read off the instrument. Then a relation between them tSl is obtained

from Eq. (1):

X x y y1 y3 y2

Q)
x y y2 y3 y1

From our point of view, Eq. (2) expnesses the dependence of the rc to be

measured on the rc's of the calibrating elements.

Our goal is to ninimize the nelative inaccuracy of the measured trc,

denoted by Axlx, caused by the imperfections of the calibrating elements. This

quantity can be approximated as follows:

Ax 6x Ax 6x Ax
x 1+ 2

xdxdxdxdx12

I owest achi evabl e

in the same range:

i naccurac ies of

la*rl=lA*rl=la*rl (

(3)

(4)

the different
in the order of

6x Ax
3

6x itx

An upper bound fon the relat ive

using the triangle inequal ityt
rnaccuracy can be determined from Eq. ( 3 )

llx Il_1.
l"l-

In pract ice the

cal ibrat ing elements are

EI
Ax

3

dx

6x

6x
2
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0.003). Therefore Eq. (4) yields

Consequent ly, the

minimi zing the sum

wi th the foI Iowing notat ions:

dx

G

OX
1

Then Eq. (2) yields
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S=S +S +S

6x

6x
2

(s)

rc can be decreased by

follows:

(6)

(7)S=
1

q=, "2 andS=
3

6x

6x
3

S=
1

S=
2

t\

3

(8)

(s)

(10)

Appendix 1.

elements is greater than the

reasonable quest ion is, how to
the proper select ion of the

how to choose Xl , *, and *a for

The development of Eqs. (8-10) can be found in
The number of the avai lable cal ibrat ing

number sufficient for calibration. Therefore a
mi ni mi ze the sum of the sens i t i vi t i es by

calibrating elements. That iS, for a given x,

mi ni mi zing the sum of the sens i t i vi t i es.

A possible way of mininizing the sum of the sensitivities is to make them

equal and then to find the minimum. Therefore let

cS=S12 (11)

The minimum sensit ivity is

=S =S1ml'n 2mi n 3mi n

1
= 3

( 12)

and the minimum is achieved when xr, x, and x. form a negular triangle anound
the center x. The development with some interesting mathematical conclusions
can be found in Reference [9]. We note that in this case S = 1.
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The same ninimum can also be achieved by selecting either x1=x, xz=x o:
x_=x. That can be checked using Eqs. (7-10).

3

AII of these ninima results in meaningful choice of the calibratinE
elements. The use of the minimun property expressed by Eq. (I2) is illustratec
in the next exannple.

Example 1: Let x = i:, where i is the imaginary unit, *r= O, *r= -1 anc

x^= 1 (the commonly used 50 0 - short - open calibrating set). Fron Eqs.(8-10
3

and Eq. (6), S.=*, S^ = S^ = O.28 and S = 1,81 compared to the theoretica-1423
minina of Eq. (L2) 

".d Srrr,= 1, respectively. As a consequence, this set c:-

calibrating elements is a bad choice from the sensitivity point of viex.
because the inaccuracy of the first calibrating element is amplified.

Now let x = *; as above, ;. = 0, i^ = .Juoo 
"rrd 

i^ = "Jt"o] As it is
^z -^ ^ 1 2 3

shown in Fig. 'J., X1, x, and xa form a regular triangle whose center is close
to the rc to be measured, therefore this calibrating set is nearly of minimun

sensitivity. Really, in this case the sensitivities 
"". 3 = O.384, e = G =723

0.310, $ = 1.004, all of them being close to the theoretical minimun values
The effect of the inaccuracy of the first calibrating element was reduced bi

S-/ S-= 1.0 dB, while the other two sensitivities approximately preserved thei:11
values. We note that the last calibrating set can be realized by a 50 C

ternination and 50 O transmission Iines terminated by short circuits, at z

fixed frequency. This argument shows also the limitation of this method fo:
narnowband rneasurements.

3. AppI i cat i on for rough est i mat i ons

In practice we cannot estimate the rc to be neasured as closely as we

have seen in Example 1. Therefore our results have to be extended for the case

when the exact value of the measured rc is not known. In our case the rc tc
be measured is represented by the random variable € that is equal 11,'

distributed within a circle of radius R. The probability density function of {
is written as follows:

f(x) R2n

o

if l x-*o 
l

e I sewhene

( 13 )

where x^ denotes the expected value M(€). The value of x is restricted in theO ' --O -- ---
way that the measured rc should lay within the unit circle due to passivity.

The distribution in Eq. (13) does not represent a real distribution of
the measured data under noisy conditions. It is used for expressing that we dc

not know the exact rc before measurement. The rc read off is represented by
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the random variable n

Wi th the notat i ons

( t6) yield

and the relation

E x-x^ x-

between € and ? follows from Eq.

7' y1 y3 y2

(2):

( 14)

s,= lr,Hi l,s,= lr,Hl I

Due to the similarity between Eq. (2) and Eq.

€xxx'23 1

Now the sensitivities ane defined as

n y2 y3 yl

andS=
3

( 14) we

XX
3

( 16)
XX112

and v = r sin(p), Eq. (15) and Eq.

rqrSlox
3

( 1s)

get

xx

x-x^=u+JV, u=r
o

5 f(x) du dv =
OX

1,
E=x

xx
3

cos (p)

Ur v

2n

I
o R2n

(re j9+xo-xz) (re i9*xo-*r) 
1

(x x )31

xxo3

xx12

(x x )12

Simi larly,

(17)

( 18)

(1e)

S=
2

S=
3

XXo2
XX31

We note that the sensitivities are independent of the value of R when the
measured rc really lies within the circle of radius R.

The sensitivity expressions given in Eqs. ( 17-19) are similar to the
expressions of Eqs. (8-10) with x replaced by xo. Thus, applying the result of
Section 2 for the ninimization of the sensitivities, we can state the
foI lowing:
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minimum sensitivities
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is sought for under the condit ion S

are the same as befop€:
=Q =QlJVf1 2 3' then the

and this minimum can be achieved if
triangle with the center xo. We note

If the condition S -S -S is123
achieved by selecting either *1=*o,

We show the appl icat ion of

3mi n
(20)

and onl y i f x- , x_ and 'x^ f orm a regul r1' 2 -3
that in this case Srr.,= 1..

released, then the same minimum can be

x=xorx=x.2030
this statement for the measunement of the

1

4
S =S =Slmi n 2ml n

rc' s.

Case 1 ( Measurement of rc' s of nearly unity absolute value): we use a 5:
O transnission line of length fulfilling rr=*o. Then Sr=1, Sr=S.=0. The othe:
two ca1 ibrating elements are arbitrary. However, this case is only c:-

theoretical interest, because due to Sr=1, reduction of the calibratic:.
inaccuracies is not possible.

Case 2 (rc's of medium absolute value): We choose a SO e load and two S

O transmission iines terminated by short circuits as calibrating elements. Th,.

line lengths are determined so that the rc's of the calibrating elements fonr
a regular triangle. The consequence of this restriction is that the rc's oi
the calibrating elements fit on a circle going thnough the origin and its
nadius is be n = l/fr. This situation is shown in Fig. Z.

Case 3 (rc's of small absolute value): We choose three SO O transmission
Iines tenminated by short circuits as calibrating elements. The line lengths
are determined so that the rc's of the calibrating elements form a regular
tri angIe.

4. Experimental verificat ion

Example 2. Three measurements on the input rc of a 3 dB attenuator
terminated by an open circuit were compared. In the first measuremrrnt we

applied the 50 O - short - open calibrating set. In the second measurener the
50 Q termination was replaced by the input rc of a 10 dB attenuator, causrng a

nough error in the neasuned rc. In the third measurement the sane 10 dts

attenuator was used as the first calibrating element, but the short and the
open circuits were replaced by 50 0 tnansmission lines terminated by short
circuits. As the line lengths were fixed (because they were selected from an

Amphenol and a Hewlett-Packard kit), the neasurement frequency was determined
so that the rc of the three calibrating elenents approximate a regular
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triangle around the rc to be neasured. The actual measurement frequency band

was 5.0-5.3 GHz and the line lengths were 83.26 nm and 1O7.06 mm.

Fig. 3 shows that application of our method in the third rneasurement

resulted in an error reduction by a factor of two.

Example 3. As in the previous exannple, three measurements were compared.

The measured device was a 6 dB attenuator terminated by an open circuit. In
the first measurement we applied the 50 Q - short - open calibrating set. In
the second neasurement three 50 0 lines terminated by short circuits were

used. The frequency and the line lengths were chosen so that the calibrating
rc's do not form a regular triangle as shown in Fig. 4. The neasurement

frequency band was 2.0-2.2 GHz and the line lengths were 83.26 mm, 107.06 nm

and 102.5 mm. In the third measurement the third line r.ras replaced by another
one so that the calibrating rc's forn a regular triangle around the rc to be

measured. Its length was 202.5 mm. Despite the considerable error in the
second measurement, coincidence between the first (accurate) and the third
(inproved) measurement is excellent as shown in Fig. S.

5. Conc I us i ons

Minimization of the sensitivities of the error-corrected rc with respect
to the rc's of the calibrating elements has been investigated. First the
sensitivity has been defined as the absolute value of the corresponding
partial derivative. We have sought for the minimun when the three
sensitivities ane equal. Then the mininum value occurs if and only if the
calibrating rc's form a regular triangle around the center coinciding with the
rc to be measured. The sensitivity minimization has been demonstrated by a

numerical exanple. In practice we cannot estimate the rc to be measured as

closely as it is required. Thenefore the rc to be measured has been

represented by an equally distributed random variable and the sensitivity has

been defined as the absolute value of the expected value of the corresponding
partial derivative. From this definition we have obtained that for minimum

sensitivity, calibrating rc's shouLd form a regular triangle whose centen
coincide with the expected value of the rc to be measured. Applications of
this statement for selecting minimum sensitivity calibrating elements are
presented and experimental Iy verified.

Oun method may be useful for monolithic microwave and millimeterlrave
circuits where fabrication of high-precision calibrating elements is
difficult. Our nethod can also be applied itenatively starting from a rough
measurement without calibration.
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Appendix 1

In this Section Eqs. (8-1O) are developed. The guantity on the right side
of Eq. Q) is denoted by z:

*-*,

x*,

Then x is expressed from Eq. (ef.1):

zx_(x_ x ) -23 1

xx32

X

tL (A1.1)

x-(x_ x )132x=

From Eq. ( et . 2) we obtain

x)
( A1 .2)

(A1 .3)
6x

6x
1

At this point we have to make

error correct ion. Cal ibrat ion
measurements yi are made. If the
the assumed val u€, then i t wi I I
expressed by the second term
correct ion is expressed by Eq.

error correct ion the assumed

therefore in Eq. ( et . 3 )

a c I ear di st i nct i on between cal i brat i on and

means the process when the cal ibrat ion
nc of the calibrating element *, diffens fror
affect the value of y1 alone. This fact is
i n Eq. ( nt . 3 ) . on the other hand, emor

( A1 .2). I n contrary wi th the cal i brat i on, in
va1 ues of the cal ibrat ing rc' s are used,

0x

^+o*1
1':EYI
0z 0V 

t6* I

should be rri tten. The remaining
evaluated by a symbolic analysis
can be derived simi larly.

6x
aF

1

term on

progr&h,

the Ieft side
resul t ing in

(et.4)

of Eq. ( nt. 3 ) can be

Eq. (8). Eqs. (9-10)

In this Sect ion we

to determine the eror

Appendix 2

show that three
parameters q,, F

calibrating
and T. The

elements are not necessary
proof is construct ive i a.
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to determine the error parameters wi th only two

This nethod is based on the fact that measurements of an unknown device
on two different reflectoneters result in rc's of the same value after error
corection. The two reflectoneter is characterized by the foltowing equations:

where the error parameters

first cal ibrat ing e lement be

determined. We define F' and

F =v a1i "1i --1

where y and y denote the" 1i " zi
to x, ( i=O, L,2) . Let x_ be aro

(A2. 1)

( A2.2)

measuned is equal

rc' s, howeven:

(A2.3)

(A2.4)

(A2.5)

(A2.6)

( az.7 )

(A2.8)

B are obtained,2

&t, F, T , and &2, Fz, T, are unknown. Let

the 50 A termination (x=O), thus o, and o,
F as fol lows:

2r

F =v cr2i "2i 2
i=O,I,2

rc' s read off when the rc to be

known rc, *, and *, are unknown

the

are

BX'20
l-

20

l-
l-

11

1 T"*o

BX'21

1 Tr*,

BX'22

1 x x-2 2

Trlro

F-TI'20 11 10 27

r
l-

2T

Now F1 and Fz are expressed from Eqs. ( A2.3 ) :

f=
22

fsl 7, Fro

Then B and B_ are eliminated from Eqs. ( Az.4-Az. S):'1 'z

' ,(Fr, | ,r-l'loFz ) *T 
z( 

fror ,r-l 
"rf 

,, ) -

, ,,(T ,rf ,z-l tol zz) 
*, 

,( fror tz r ,rf ,r) = r-Fr )20 t2 10 22

This system of equations is solved for Z, and Tr, then F, and

from Eqs. (A2.6).

I (r
X

o

r (r
X

o



Some pract i cal

determi nanl :

t1l Adam, S. F.:

I EEE, Apr i I l,978 ,

762

requirements for solvabi I ity can be deduced from the

det = (fro- frr)(fro- 1.")(f rrfrr- frrfrr) * O (A2. e)
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Fig' L. Measured (x) and calibrating (*r, xz, x" and Xl, Xz, *.) reflection
coefficients used in Example 1. To achieve minimum sensitivity, the
calibrating reflections;., i^ ana i^ to.r a regular tniangle with center CL' 2 3 ----'-
that is close to the reflection coefficient to be measured
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x5

Re

Fig. 2. Determination of the calibrating elements in Case 2. The reflection
coefficientto be measured is estimated by a random variable of equal

distribution within the smaller circle. Its radius should be R = I/fr and iL
should go through the origin so that calibnating reflection coefficients form

a regular triangle. The first calibrating element is the 50 O termination (x,

= O), and the other two are determined by the intersections of the two circles
shown in this Figure
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Fig. 3. Comparison of three neasurenents of the input reflection coefficient
of a 3 dB attenuator terminated by an open circuit, using three different
calibrating sets. Notations: *: accurate measunement with a 50 O - short
open calibrating set. o: erroneous measurement, using a 10 dB attenuator
instead of the 50 n ternination, +: improved measurenent, using the 10 dB

attenuator and two 50 O Iines terminated by short circuits. Calibrating
reflection coefficients form a regular triangle around the reflection
coefficient to be neasured and the application of this rule made it possible
to decrease the measurement error by a factor of two
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x3

n
x3

Fig. 4. Calibrating reflection coefficients used in Example 3. Measurenent

frequency and line lengths were chosen so that replacement of the calibrating
reflection coefficient x^ UV i^ result in calibnating reflection coefficients3-3
forming a regulan triangle around the reflection coefficient to be neasured
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of a 6 dB attenuator terminated by an open circuit, using three different
calibrating sets. Notations: *: accurate measurement with a 5O 0 - short
open calibrating set, o: erroneous measurernent with three 50 O transmission
Iines terminated by short circuits whose reflection coefficients do not form,
and +: whose reflection coefficients forn a regular triangle around the
reflection coefficient to be measured. Coincidence between the first and the
third measurement is excellent


